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Short Abstract: 

Using the case of lovelocks this paper explores the relationship between myth, ritual and 

practice to understand why people engage in behaviours that may cause destruction. The paper 

studies sacrifice rituals as a consumer practice, and investigates the relationship between 

sacrifice rituals and romantic myths by discussing the myth-making process around lovelocks, 

the idea of romantic myth, the nature of love sacrifice, and components of sacrifice rituals. To 

investigate how romantic sacrifices are framed in mythic discourses media reports in English 

language about lovelocks spanning 40 years were collected and analysed during. We found that 

sacrifice rituals are framed in romantic myths that are of varied and uncertain origin and yet 

paradoxically act as mythomoteur allowing the action, the place and the narrative to tell a story 

perceived as authentic.  
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Introduction and Research Aim 

Lovelocks are padlocks that are affixed to bridges as a romantic ritual that symbolises the 

commitment and constancy of the relationship engaging in the ritual. The meaning of lovelocks 

has changed over time, from a style of men’s haircut, a famous sports team, a non-profit 

organization and even sex tools. However, this paper focuses on the romantic lovelock practice 

requiring people, mainly couples, to engrave their names on padlocks, lock them to a bridge, 

and then throw the key into the river. Lovelocks as a romantic practice quickly gained global 

popularity since emerging in the early 2000s (Houlbrook 2017). The extensive practice of 

lovelocks has resulted in increased threats to the safety and architectural heritage of places; as 

a result, municipal authorities in many cities around the world have removed the locks. 

However, people still continually engage in the lovelocks ritual, though they are aware of the 

destruction caused by their behaviours.  

 

Why is such a phenomenon persisting? We first discuss the case of lovelocks as a consumer 

myth, as myth is very powerful in worldmaking by shaping collective beliefs and values in a 

social group and manipulating consumers’ perception and behaviours in the marketplace 

(Arnould & Thompson, 2005). We explore the lovelocks myth from three aspects; (1) stories, 

(2) meanings of stories, and (3) storytellers. In particular, we look at the ambiguity in lovelocks’ 

myth-making, and compare it to previous studies of consumer myths such as Titanic (Brown, 

McDonagh & Shultz, 2013) and oil spills (Humphrey & Thompson, 2014). Furthermore, while 

much has been written about sacrifice, limited work has been done in the field of consumer 

sacrifice as expressed in love rituals. Based on the literature from perspectives of religions 

(Sheehan 2009), economics (Zeithaml 1988) and relationships (Impett, Gable & Peplau 2005), 

we define sacrifice and extend the current understanding on sacrifice rituals as consumer 

practice. Finally, this study provides suggestions for marketers, especially government and 

industry stakeholders, to address issues around lovelocks by either encouraging or discouraging 

lovelocks practice. 

 

The aim of this study is:  

To uncover the relationship between myth, ritual and practice with particular attention to 

how are sacrifice rituals are related to romantic myths. 

 

Three research questions are addressed in line with this aim: 

RQ1: How did the lovelocks romantic myth emerge? 

RQ2: How the myth of romance resulted in lovelocks ritual? 

RQ3: What is a romantic sacrifice ritual? 

 

[Conceptual Model would be detailed here if appropriate] 

Methodology 

This research applies a qualitative methodological approach due to the exploratory nature of 

the central research question. The lack of existing theory on explaining the relationship between 

sacrifice rituals and romantic myths requires a descriptive perspective to explore the interaction 

among myth, ritual and practice. Therefore, we applied principles of grounded theory to 

secondary data, composed of media reports spanning 40 years (1978-2018). Media reports were 

considered an ideal source of information as media are vital storytellers in myth-making. Using 

Factiva data was collected using the search terms “lovelocks” and “love locks”, a final sample 

of 1924 articles, validated through theoretical sampling, were analysed. NVivo12 was used to 

analyse the data following the grounded theory approach of open-coding, category building and 

the development of theoretical themes. The coding process was facilitated through constant 

systematic comparison. Finally, four themes of “ambiguous history / origin story”, “emplacing 



the myth in space/place story”, “scripting the ritual of the object story” and “the sacrificial ritual 

story” emerged. 

 

Results and/or Discussion and Contributions 

Results and discussion of this study are closely related to these four themes. Firstly, similar to 

ambiguities found in work on Titanic (Brown, McDonagh & Shultz, 2013), this research 

identifies ambiguities in lovelocks myth-making from confusion and contradiction in three 

versions of its origin story; Chinese Legend, Serbian Tale and Unknown Origin. The confusion 

means the information of each story is incomplete, and pieces of information are scattered in 

separate articles. The contradiction refers to different storylines and origins in lovelocks stories. 

 

Secondly, it is found the consistency in the cumulation story of lovelocks, which distinguishes 

this study from the Titanic myth that treated cumulation as a spectrum of ambiguities (Brown, 

McDonagh & Shultz, 2013). Consistency in the Lovelocks myth is firstly recognized in the 

meaning of lovelocks narratives that love is universal, and eternal love is desired by people. 

The consistency can also be observed in the lovelocks ritual practice with a formulaic 

implementation process including buying, engraving, locking, throwing keys away and leaving 

locks behind. The combination of lovelocks practice (mythomoteur) with the meaning of love 

has converted the myth of romance into its ritual (worldmaking). 

 

Thirdly, lovelocks rituals are considered as romantic sacrifice rituals. Inspired by the discussion 

of rituals’ components (Rook, 1985), it identities four components of lovelocks rituals with (1) 

identity change, from “you” and “I” to “we”, (2) artefacts of locks, (3) a script of the 

implementation process, and (4) space, the bridges where locks are affixed. The space grounds 

lovelock rituals as sacrifice rituals because people forgo their individual identity and locks to 

gain eternal love. The sacrifice acts as mythomoteur to the idea of sacrifice and romance as 

relevant in the worldmaking of sacrificial rituals of love: sacrificing personal interests to benefit 

their partner or to maintain the relationship is thought to be romantic (Righetti et al., 2015). 

Thus, lovelock rituals are romantic sacrifice rituals and an integral part of their role as 

mythomoteur. 

 

Finally, the universality of love has bridged the gap between ambiguous origins and consistent 

practice. As the idea of love are widely accepted by the public and reinforced in its capacity of 

worldmaking, it enables people to believe in the romantic myth of lovelocks. The desire for 

eternal love motivates people to practice sacrifice rituals. In sacrifice rituals, people forgo their 

individual identities and locks to obtain the eternal love in social connection. Consistent 

storytelling links the universality of love with sacrifice rituals through the accumulation of 

narratives on the idea of love and lovelocks ritual practice, therefore perpetuating lovelocks 

myths and ritual practice. 

 

Implications for Theory and Practice 

This research makes contributions to theory by (1) viewing sacrifice rituals as consumer 

practice through its role as mythomoteur; (2) ascribing consistency to our current knowledge 

on myth-making; and (3) proposing the consistent storytelling of myth narratives as an integral 

part of worldmaking process. 

 

There are two areas of managerial implications that contribute to practice: (1) marketers can 

encourage lovelocks practice by adding brands associations with love and romance, or (2) 

discourage or sustain lovelocks practice by working on alternative structures that would match 

attributes in terms of “permanence” and “public display” in mythic stories. 
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